Universal strong, weak, and electromagnetic i~teractions of leptons and hadrons are generated by gauging a non-Abelian renormalizable anomaly-free subgroup of the fundamental symmetry structure SU(4)& x SU(4)& x SU(4'), which unites three quartets of "colored" baryonic quarks and the quartet of known leptons into 16-folds of chiral fermionic multiplets, with lepton number treated as the fourth "color" quantum number. Experimental consequences of this scheme are discussed. These include (1) the emergence and effects of exotic gauge mesons carrying both baryonic as well as leptonic quantum numbers, particularly in semileptonic processes, (2) the manifestation of anomalous strong interactions among leptonic and semileptonic processes at high energies, (3) the independent possibility of baryon-lepton number violation in quark and proton decays, and (4) the occurrence of ( V+A} weak-current effects.
I. INTRODUCTION
In two recent notes" we proposed grouping baryonic quarks (B =1) and leptons (L =1) together as members of the same fermionic multiplet (E =8 +I = I) and generating weak and electromagnetic as well as strong interactions through a gauging of the symmetry group of this multiplet.
In the first place, this postulate of a common fermionic multiplet for all fundamental matter guarantees that in any model of weak interactions, the same' [ -, (1 + y, )] helicity projection manifests itself for leptons (a, s contrasted to antileptons) as is manifested for baryonic quarks. In the second place, the gauging of the symmetry group of matter ensures that all interactions, weak and electromagnetic as well as strong, are universal with respect to baryons and leptons. %bile the detailed dynamical model of gauge interactions clearly depends an the precise symmetry group one may choose for the fermions (quarks+ leptons), it must be emphasized that all such models share the following three characteristics:
(1) Among the gauge particles, there must exist exotic particles (X particles) carrying both baryonic as well as leptonic quantum numbers. In the lowest orders of perturbation theory such particles would mediate semileptonic interactions only.
(2) If all allowed gauge degrees of freedom are realized through appropriate gauge bosons, the universality of gauge interactions implies that leptonic and semileptonic interactions must eventually become strong. The asymmetric response of leptons and baryons to strong interactions at presently attained energies would then be interpreted as a "low" -energy phenomenon. 4 (3) If appropriate spontaneous symmetry-breaking is postulated, there is the (logically independent} possibility of baryonic quarks transforming into leptons, with a violation of baryon and lepton number conservation (though the fermion number E=B+L is still conserved).
In this paper, we wish to concentrate on one class of fermionic models for quarks and leptons. This class was briefly motivated in II; here we shall be concerned with the experimental consequences. However, we wish to emphasize once again that the notion that all fundamental matter is of one variety and that this lepton-baryon unificatian leads to the three general consequences enumerated above is something which lies at a level much deeper than the particular models discussed in this paper, which may or may not need modifications as new experimental facts emerge, and it is this unification which we principally wish to stress.
II. THE "BASIC" MODEL AND ITS VARIANTS
The central assumption of the "basic" model we propose is that quarks carry four "colors:"
Three of these (a, 6 , and c in our notation; red, blue, and white in the more familiar terminology) represent baryonic matter (8 = 1}, and the fourth (d or lilac) represents lepton number L. ' The unification of baryonic and leptonic matter arises by extending the gauge symmetry SU(3') of the three colors ' (a, 5, c) to SU{4') of the four colors (a, b, c, d) . We shall assume that the fifteen (1 ) gauge mesons corresponding to SU(4'} generate 10 strong interactions with f 2/4w = 1-10.
Accepting that (spin--, ' } quarks form quartets with four valency quantum numbers (I, =+-, ', strangeness S, and charm C), with an underlying group structure SU(4)~xSU(4)s, the full global structure we are postulating [and one which contains the classification symmetry' SU(3)x SU(3') of hadrons] corresponds to G =SU(4) xSU(4) xSU(4'). Before we discuss the structure of the local gauges, let us list some of the general features of the proposed gauge scheme:
(1) In contrast to the scheme proposed in I [where only the subgroup SU(3'}xU(1') of SU(4') was gauged], the present scheme treats leptons and baryons universally even so far as strong gauge couplings are concerned. As will be seen in Sec. III, the presently observed differences between leptons and baryons in this regard will be attributed (through a, mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking) to a heavy mass of those strong gauge mesons, which interact with the leptons. The advantages" of the restricted gauge scheme proposed in I, in respect of effective strong interactions generated through the mediation of a relatively light SU(3') octet, are of course preserved in the present scheme.
(2} If the bare coupling constants g~"' and gz"' are equal, the Lagrangian would exhibit complete symmetry between left and right helicities insofar as fermion-gauge-meson interactions are concerned. The observed left-right asymmetry (i.e, , parity violation) at low and medium energies may thus be ascribed to heavier masses of the "righthand" weak gauge mesons compared to the "lefthand" ones, introduced via spontaneous symmetry breaking.
(3) An advantage of gauging the full SU(4') and the right-hand gauges i~{ in contrast to the restricted scheme of I) is that it is possible to generate electromagnetism without ever introducing an Abelian U(1)-gauge group for this purpose. The elimination of an Abelian quantum-number contribution to electric charge is most desirable in understanding why electric charge is so quantized. Furthermore, the absence of U {1) may have importance in securing "asymptotic freedom" for the complete theory, including electromagnetism. with the symmetry group SU(2)~x SU(2)z x SU(4'), x SU(4')". One can now show that this 12-parameter potential possesses a minimum, " provided that (A), (B), (C) are of the form
Here R(8) and R(P) are "Cabibbo rotations" of angles 8 and p in the (51, A) and (iP, X) spaces, respectively, i.e. , where a, +a, , so that there is a possibility of residual symmetry being in fact SU (2) Barring the W'-containing terms (g~= gR =0), this Lagrangian is invariant for the full symmetry G =SU(4)~x SU(4)"x SU(4')~,~.
For g~c 0, gR a0, invariance holds for the lacal subgroup 9 =SU(2)~"' x SU(2)"""xSU(4')~, ", with 4~, 4R, A, 8, and C transforming'0 as (2+2, 1, 4), (1, 2+2, 4), (2+2, 2+2, 1), ( If the photon contains a color octet component Uo (i.e. , quarks carry integer charges), the object "U"' can be produced singly in photon-induced reactions such as +P -p+" U"', e'+e -"U'" . %e expect that the production cross sections for "U""' in either reaction should be comparable to that of p at appropriate energies. The production of "Uo" in (e e") annihilation should exhibit a resonant structure similar to that of p' except that its expected total width is uncertain. If there exist color octet states" C' lighter than "Uo, " this object would decay strongly to (C'+hadron} or (C'+ C'); otherwise its primary decay mode would be («'+y), with seconds. ry decays to (e'e ) and (p, 'p, ) . A reasonable expectation would be I'~,D I'""", "=1:(10~-10~). To summarize, a search for Uo using (1) missing mass measureme-nts, (2) (p p ) production in (y+p) reactions, and (3) (e'e }-annihilation experiments, may offer a. direct means of establishing whether the photon contains "color" pieces. If it does, this mould favor the integer-charge quark model in contrast to the model with fractional charges. In (e e'} annihila. -tion, apart from single production of "U"''s, one should also expect pair production" of the charged members of the spin-1 color octet mesons ( (a) Z exchange. Our Z' is almost identical to the "Z"' of the simple SU(2)~x U(1) gauge theories" insofar as leptonic currents are concerned.
One may in fact make the correspondence" (g~, gs) (g, g'), where g and g' denote the coupling constants associated with the gauge groups SU(2)c and U(1) respectively. The "Zo" 's in the two schemes differ in their coupling to hadronic currents since the U' term in our photon does not have a counterpart in our Z'. The differences become significant when one starts producing SU(3'} nonsinglet hadrons. This is because the U' current is SU(3') octet. For semileptonic processes there is an additional contribution due to interference of U' and S' currents which leads to an amplitude of order (g'/f ') x(6'/C'). Because the U current is a color octet this will become significant once we are above threshold for production of color nonsinglet states.
(c) S exchange. This directly contributes to both leptonic and semileptonic processes. If it is not superheavy, " but instead has a mass =(f/g)M"+, its contribution would be of order GFefmj There is thus a distinct possibility in our scheme of a ne~ṽ ariety of contribution, which does not exist in the simple SU(2)~x U(1) theory. Since the hadronic current, which is coupled to S', is a singlet under both SU(3) and SU(3') its contribution to semileptonic processes involving low-lying hadrons is not suppressed by SU(3') selection rules.
To summarize, a study of the cross sections of neutral neutrino-current leptonic as dwell as semileptonic processes can in the first place determine whether departures from the simple SU(2)I x U(1)-theory" predictions are warranted; secondly (since S' current is pure isoscalar), a study of the isospin stmcture of the hadronic current for semi- (p, V. ) scattering is of order (g'/f') x (h'/ma'), compared to the one-photon-exchange contribution to the same process, where k' denotes (momentum transfer)'; this is too small to be observable at present. By the same token, the contributions of these additional interactions to anomalous magnetic moments of the electron and the muon appear to be too small to be relevant for a present comparison of theory versus experiment. U' exchange would, however, contribute significantly in inelastic ep scattering once we are above the threshold for production of SU(3') nonsinglet states. Also, so far as the variants to the "basic" model are concerned, the effects of nonsuperheavy X's could be significant for semileptonic processes" and particularly for e'+ e -hadrons. 
